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ABSTRACT 

 

 

I create a web base application using some programming language. I have two project. 

One is Student Database Management System and other is ForwordIT Digital Marketing. 

Using Student Database Management every information of a student can save, Update 

,Delete. And using ForwordIT Digital Marketing a customer can order to make website, 

Social Media Making, Search Engine Making, Digital marketing etc.  This both software 

making by HTML,CSS,BOOTSTRAP,PYTHON,DJANGO. Every student and customer 

can easily handle this software. Those are very helpful for our daily life. For this reason I 

choose subject of my report "Student Database Management System" and ForwordIT 

Digital Marketing.  
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Chapter 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction  

            Python was created by GUIDO VAN ROSSUM in 1991. It also a easy language. Python 

has since advanced into a effective server-side markup dialect with syntax. Python language is 

specially make for web development. In an HTML page we can set Python coding that will be 

ran when this page is visited. The HTML create this web page static text and picture. Using  

Python easily to access database, access disk, networking and manipulation text.  

             Finally , Python  is simple. If  anybody  know C he can learning Python  easily . Python 

also adds features to solve common problems that developers frequently experience when 

programming for the web. 

 

1.2 Objective 

 The goal of the web development is to handle the entire work of a website . Using my 

software to manage student information during admission and examination. It save unnecessary 

page. It use database to record all data of a student. 

And other software using a customer can order to make web page, make social media , make 

database etc. It is a digital marketing platform.  

 

1.2.1 To reduce time 

 

 The  software system will take less time in entering the information. Less assets will be 

utilized as no huge registers, records, records, pens; correctors will be required or used. 

 

1.2.2 To save the work load 

 
Using this software one employ can enter all data of a student in the database. 

 Everything will be done consequently fair by clicking few buttons. There will be no need to 

keep up any records or registers. 
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1.3  Motivation 

            

        Website making is easy to understand. I take internship, I am primary level learn web 

designing. It's a easy language  so it learn easily and easily to make a website. My project is 

related of student .Its technology is so  intrigued and beguiling and easy to make a  stretch out by 

totally Python, html, css, mysql. 

 

1.5 Report Layout 

 

 In Chapter 1 

      I mention about Introduction, Objective, To reduce time, To save working load,Motivation. 

In Chapter 2 

       I mention About Organization, Product and Market Situation, Target, Organizational 

Structure. 

 

In Chapter 3 

        I mention Tasks, Projects and Activities. 

 

In Chapter 4 

        I mention Problems and Solutions, Challenge. 

 

In Chapter 5 

        I mention about Discussion, Function, Next Job Market.  
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Chapter 2 

About Organization 

            This Organization has been started from jobsbd.com, it is the first online job portal in 

Bangladesh and after it's name change to Skill Jobs. Basically to specific the center of the 

Organizations and to concentrate more on its benefit designs. The thought was to form our 

position more interesting and particular whereas we work! Skill. jobs has begun its operation at 

the same time in Bangladesh and Malaysia and before long it's progressing to begin same in 

Australia UK and UAE. 

 

2.2 Product and Market Situation: 

           Skill. jobs also offers different IT administrations and proficient preparing services. Skill. 

jobs is the leading across the country work entry in Bangladesh Pleased of yourself as a Seller. 

This Organization is the most skilled companies within the field  of ICT where their essential 

trade ethic is long-term connections with near customers .These are given underneath: 

    

      2.2.1  IT Service  

                     1.Professional Training 

                     2.Forum Blog 

                     3.Apprenticeship 

                     4.International Placement 

                     5.E-Marketing  

       2.2.2 Professional Training Service 

                     1.Big Data analysis  

                     2.System Administration 

                     3.Real-Life Web application  

                     4.CCNA 

                     5.Data Science and Machine Learning 

                     6.Deep Learning AI 

                     7.Video Editing 

                     etc. 
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2.3 Target 

          Getting employed isn't just about having a single work expertise. It requires you to urge 

included with a lot of individuals, analyzing basic circumstances, fathoming issues, knowing and 

acting concurring to the correct behavior, etc. So to gotten to be employable, one should address 

a set of aptitudes that we know as employability abilities. Employability test will assist you to 

distinguish the abilities that require change and grow as an employable candidate that the 

employers seek today. No matter you're a work searcher or as of now working for an 

organization, an employability test will assist you to induce the correct headings that you just 

ought to get career success 

2.4 Company's Structure: 
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Chapter 3 

Tasks, Project and Activities 

 

3.1 Regular Tasks and Activities 

 

         Another  orderly and necessity is ought to construct a venture we know that , we 

will blend all  dialect like  HTML,C++, Python, Java Script, and  other language. The  net 

server  mix the outcome of the  interpreted  and  run Python coding , It can be any  type 

of  information, counting pictures, with the created web page. Python coding can be 

utilized to actualize standalone graphical applications. 

My project making by: 

                   HTML 

                   CSS2  

                   Bootstrap  

                   JavaScript  

                   JQuery  

                   Pythpn 

                   Django   

                   OOP 

                   MySQL 

 

3.1.1 They at first teaching me about this contain : 

• What is Python? 

• Benefits of Python. 

• Basic concept of Data science. 

• Conditional Operator(if /elif/for) 

• Class 

• Lists 

• Tuples 

• Methods 

• File Handling 
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• Function 

• Return Statement 

• Modules 

• Object Oriented Programming 

• Django 

• MySQL 

 

 

3.1.2 Basic python codes: 

Find Election Year 
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Output: 
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Using Class 

 

 

 

Output: 
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Def Function: 
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Output: 

 

Prime Number 

 

 

 

 

Output: 
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3.1.3  I Complete A full Project . My Project Name is STUDENT MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEM.  

 

 

 

Frontend Code:  
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Backend code: 
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Database: 

 

 

Output: 
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3.2 Our organizational Group Project is a full Website. It's name is ForwordIT  Digital. 

This website publish advertisement to Digital Marketing . 

Code: 
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Chapter  4 

 

4.1 Problem and Solution 

 

       In web development there are many problem cause it  make  many type of Markup 

Language , Strategies , Object, Modifiers, and Numerous ways to form coding  or project. And 

this is not as it were issues in Web advancement have many  solutions which can be effectively 

and quickly. 

 

4.1.1 Problem 

 

      There are  many issues to make when I work with css ,Bootstrap, jQuery. Those are simple 

but in some cases it is not match what I want, and  put in proper  position . Web development 

isn't a simple work .It take  too much of imagination, uniqueness and conceptualizing session  up 

with to come up with a good web designing. A developer can told  around the challenge they go 

by  on normal premise. Websites sync with many app together with its capacity to be responsive 

are few components that are  considered by a  developer . This make web design  a challenging 

part. 

      Client's  regularly experience problems in there  site and they told there developer to resolve 

this  problem , when the developer check the website they faces again many problem in this 

website. Sometimes many kinds of issues are created by old server. Many time some problem 

create by customer.  Time went through identifying the main point issue implies a late in   

handling the  issue  itself. 

 

4.1.2 Solution 

 

       Truly web designing  is too better and extreme attracted and  difficult for me, through  the  

internship preparing I might know and get it numerous goals with intrigued as on the off chance 

that was difficult after learn I can get it web improvement is too  interested at that point another 

dialect. I did  arrangement of css and other issue in my preparing period. Clean code diminishes 

startling mistakes, which can influence page stack. Computerized site checking arrangements 

frequently permit the engineers to see their clients websites in genuine time and to set alarms to 

inform them when potential problem start to come out. It not only for does  permit the designers 

to recognize a issue some time recently the client does , in more cases it moreover gives them the 

Chance to settle it some time recently the problem has any affect on the  customer's trade. 
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4.3 Challenge 

 

In the web design there are many kinds of challenge are faces . They are: 

 

1.Syntaxt Errors 

2.Exceptions 

3.Handling Exceptions 

4.Raising Exception 

5.User define Exception 

etc. 

 

Chapter 5 

Conclusion and Future Career 

 

 

5.1 Discussion  

           My report is create for website development project. My report's targeted is to give a basic 

concept of website literature and it also discuss the main part of the method which will be use in 

the project .In this report it try to look at many problem that create when building a webpage . 

This software  are not normal  software artifacts. Acing the fundamental program aptitudes and 

apparatuses to construct an online site does not ensure it's success. for this cause , taking after the 

direction and the counsel of my overseeing teacher, this reports centers on more other challenges 

that come up through the improvement handle, like performing site assessment , conducting 

market investigate and selecting the proper commerce show for the site proposition. This is more 

important part that will confirm the final IT work place in website, this software will be develop 

for client requirement. Next time through research and hard working I will add more function in 

my software and it will be submit in next stage of the software. Moreover, assist inquire about 

will be conducted to spot the solid focuses of different procedures and legitimize the choice that 

will be at last made.  

Finally, I try to gather more experience from experienced web designer who have work on the 

same project. 
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5.5.2 Conclusion 

 

         In this conclusion , I said  that this internship was a extraordinary experience. Thanks to 

this venture, I procured more profound information concerning my specialized aptitudes but I 

moreover by and by profited. As of now Python pages are a common portion of web design , and 

other foremost well known dialect for web improvement utilized by designers around the world. 

If we surf web we are able see many websites they create by Python and MYSQL. I learn to live 

in a diverse environment from the one I am used to. In fact, I developed more autonomous in 

work additionally in daily life. I realized that I might do more things than I thought like learning 

unused things by myself. 

 

 

5.3 Next Job Market  

  

Job in Information Technology .  

Job in a  Software Engineer.  

  

Web Designer.  

 

Web Developer.  

 

Front End Programmer  

 

Back End Programmer 
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